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New Age Exploration to update resources after more
drilling
New Age Exploration Limited (ASX:NAE) will time a resource update for its
Redmoor Tin-Tungsten Project after a second phase of drilling this year after
reporting thick, high-grade intersections at its 50%-held Redmoor Tin-Tungsten
Project.
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The company shared highlights from additional holes at Redmoor today,
including a 22.49-metre thick intersection grading 1% tin equivalent.
READ: New Age Exploration makes changes to the board and
management
The highlighted intersection was seen from 667.1 metres and included 2
metres at 4.25% tin equivalent.

Share Information

Another intersection of 6.21 metres grading 1.46% tin equivalent from 499.42
metres included 1 metre at 4.11% tin equivalent.
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New Age reported: "These outstanding results included the highest grade
length-averaged intercepts yet drilled and highlight the potential to increase
both the resource tonnage and grade at Redmoor."

Sector:

NAE managing director Gary Fietz told the market: "These results continue to
indicate the presence of high grades below the established resource, and show
the potential of Redmoor to deliver a larger, higher grade resource.
"We look forward to working towards a significant resource update in quarter 1,
2019."
READ: New Age Exploration intersects further high-grade tin-tungsten
zones ahead of Redmoor resource update
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Three more holes have been drilled, finalising the Phase 1 drilling program,
with results pending.
New Age said tungsten and copper mineralisation was seen in all three holes,
with sampling and analysis currently underway.
The company expects to results final results from the program in November.
New Age and its Cornwall Resources Limited JV partner SML plan to start a
Phase 2 drilling program at the site and drill four more holes to extend the highgrade resource ahead of starting feasibility studies next year, in 2019.
The company reported: "Given the better-than-expected Phase 1 results to
date, NAE and its JV partner SML have now decided to defer the resource
update until after the additional Phase 2 holes are completed, targeting a
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larger, higher grade resource update."
READ: New Age Exploration finds multiple tungsten zones at Redmoor
project
New Age will fund its 50%, or £121,500, share of Phase 2 drilling costs with
cash reserves this month and in October, with results due early next year.
The costs are about two-thirds of what was paid for Phase 1 drilling which
began in June this year.
JV partners New Age and SML each spent £332,000 during their first-phase
campaign.
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No investment advice
The information on this Site is of a general nature only. It does not take your specific needs or circumstances into consideration, so you should look at your
own financial position, objectives and requirements and seek financial advice before making any financial decisions. You acknowledge and understand that
neither the Company, its related bodies corporate, the information providers or their affiliates will advise you personally about the nature, potential value or
suitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment strategy, or other matter. You should read our FSG and any other relevant
disclosure documents and if necessary seek persona advice prior to making any investment decision.
You understand and agree that no Content (as defined below) published on the Site constitutes a recommendation that any particular security, portfolio of
securities, transaction, or investment strategy is suitable or advisable for any specific person.
You understand that in certain circumstances the Company, its related bodies corporate, the information providers or their affiliates may have received, or be
entitled to receive, financial or other consideration in connection with promoting, and providing information about, certain entities on the Site and in
communications otherwise provided to you.
You understand that price and other data is supplied by sources believed to be reliable, that the calculations herein are made using such data, and that neither
such data nor such calculations are guaranteed by these sources, the Company, the information providers or any other person or entity, and may not be
complete or accurate. From time to time, reference may be made in our marketing materials to prior articles and opinions we have published. These references
may be selective, may reference only a portion of an article or recommendation, and are likely not to be current. As markets change continuously, previously
published information and data may not be current and should not be relied upon.
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